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Buckle your seat belts. Sports Illustrated Kids is bringing you along for a wild ride in Wheels 3D. Created by David E. Klutho,
the noted photographer who brought you 3D Sports Blast and Zoo 3D, this new book is filled with every kind of vehicle photographed with the latest eye-popping 3D technology. Get up close to everything on wheels, from Monster Trucks to fun miniature
models, roaring motorcycles to muddied BMX bikes. With vehicles accelerating off the page, this is a must-have book for any kid
who loves sweet rides.
In a die-cut shaped board book that features rolling plastic wheels, very small children are introduced to a variety of mighty
trucks that can be seen everyday in a neighborhood, including a helpful fire truck.
In second grade, Mrs. Poole asks our narrator to show the new girl around school. Imagine the surprise when our narrator first
meets Sarah—Sarah uses a wheelchair! For a moment, our narrator feels awkward.
The majestic high-wheel bicycle, with its spider wheels and rubber tires, emerged in the mid-1870s as the standard bicycle. A
common misconception is that, bound by Victorian dress and decorum, women were unable to ride it, only taking up cycling in the
1880s with the advent of the chain-driven safety bicycle. On the contrary, women had been riding and even racing some form of the
bicycle since the first vélocipèdes appeared in Europe early in the nineteenth century. Challenging the understanding that
bicycling was a purely masculine sport, Muscle on Wheels tells the story of women's high-wheel racing in North America in the
1880s and early 1890s, with a focus on a particular cyclist: Louise Armaindo (1857–1900). Among Canada's first women professional
athletes and the first woman who was truly successful as a high-wheel racer, Armaindo began her career as a strongwoman and
trapeze artist in Chicago in the 1870s before discovering high-wheel bicycle racing. Initially she competed against men, but as
more women took up the sport, she raced them too. Although Armaindo is the star of Muscle on Wheels, the book is also about other
women cyclists and the many men – racers, managers, trainers, agents, bookmakers, sport administrators, and editors of influential
cycling magazines – who controlled the sport, especially in the United States. The story of working-class Victorian women who
earned a living through their athletic talent, Muscle on Wheels showcases an exciting moment in women's and athletic history that
is often forgotten or misconstrued.
How to Buy, Sell & Finance Used Mobile Homes for Big Profits and Cash Flow
Dr. Ruth, Grandma on Wheels!
Best Friend on Wheels
How to Buy, Sell & Finance Used Mobile Homes for Big Profit$ and Ca$h Flow
Am Memoir by Chester A. Henchen
The Car That Put the World on Wheels
Examines the impact of the automobile on American society since the end of World War Two in the areas of mass transit, development of the United Auto Workers, rise of suburbia, auto racing, and the automobile's relationship to
the youth culture.
Inspired by Thoreau, Ilgunas set out on a Spartan path to pay off $32,000 in undergraduate student loans by scrubbing toilets and making beds in Coldfoot, Alaska. Determined to graduate debt-free after enrolling in graduate
school, he lived in an Econoline van in a campus parking lot, saving—and learning—much about the cost of education today.
Hector and his best friend Mondo enjoy many exciting adventures when they take a six-day bike trip from their East Los Angeles neighborhood to the Santa Monica beach during summer vacation.
You will learn "how to put your money to work earning 50%-75% and more."
Bears on Wheels
A Field Guide to Doing a 180
Parnassus on Wheels
Winners and Losers in Trucking Deregulation
How to Buy, Sell and Finance Used Mobile Homes for Big Profits and Cash Flow Revised In 2013
ABCs on Wings
You will learn "how to put your money to work earning 50%-- 75%-- 100% and more."
The alphabet takes flight in this vividly illustrated picture book of aviation from A to Z! From A is for ace to Z is for zeppelin, this original alphabet book presents the ABCs through the
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amazing world of aviation. Get to know biplanes, carriers, gliders, jets, and many more vehicles of flight in this book filled with bold, graphic illustrations that soar off the pages!
Experience the thrilling world of Japanese cycling and the keirin, which has evolved from post-war oddity to one of Japan's most popular and lucrative sporting events—and a mustsee for the upcoming Olympics in Tokyo. The Keirin, which means "war on wheels," is now a high profile Olympic sport and attracts millions of spectators. But it's origins are humble,
even strange. Like the Tour de France was originally conceived to sell newspapers, the keirin was invented in post-war Japan as a way to raise taxes on gambling. Now, over $12
billion a year is wagered on it, and its stars are primed to millions. Unlike a traditional race, a pacemaker leads eight riders up to speeds of 70kph on huge concrete velodromes, then
they fight to cross the line first, with riders pushing, shoving, and crashing in the final stretch. Long associated with the working class, even the notorious yakuza crime syndicates,
riders today live in blacked-out dorms, with no access to technology, to prevent bet-rigging. Their lives are ruled by ritual and competition, from their rookie days at the Mt. Fuji
training camp to elite competitions that are the Japanese equivalent of the Grand National. Foreign riders sometimes compete, but rarely prosper in this intense environment, and
the Olympic version is a mere child's play to the fierce environs of the velodromes in Tokyo. and Osaka, where a spectre of danger still looms. The War on Wheels explores a side of
Japan we rarely see and it's uniquely fascinating sporting culture.
Deals on WheelsHow to Buy, Sell and Finance Used Mobile Homes for Big Profits and Cash Flow Revised In 2013
Walden on Wheels
Summer on Wheels
How to Buy, Care for and Sell a Car: Complete Buyer's Guide and Expose of the Automotive Jungle
Heels on Wheels
How to Buy, Sell and Finance Used Mobile Homes for Big Profit and Cash Flow
The First 100 Years : 1896-1996

Learning to ride a bike is easy, but getting back on one if you're over the age of 12 - and have developed a penchant for high heels - can be a daunting task. In Heels
on Wheels Katie Dailey offers sage advice to the modern gal who would like to get back in the saddle after a short (or very long) hiatus. Find out how to choose your
trusty steed, stay safe on the road, Fix a puncture and select the best lock for your bicycle. As well as this, more pressing issues are covered, including how to combat
helmet hair, wearing a skirt without losing your dignity, and all the exciting things you can buy to pimp your ride. So whether you plan on being a weekend cruiser, or a
riding-in-all-elements fanatic, Heels on Wheels will make you fall in love with cycling all over again.
An acrobatic act begins with one bear on a unicycle and ends with twenty-one bears and sixteen wheels flying through the air.
The Bicycle Man fixes up old bicycles and offers both his friendship and the use of the bikes to the neighborhood kids. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
You will learn "how to put your money to work earning 50%-75%- 100% and more."
Ford Model T
Hell on Wheels
Wicked Towns Along the Union Pacific Railroad
Little Cat Snowshoes
Nation on Wheels
Fire Rescue : Book on Wheel
Michael Holroyd confronts an army of automobiles in this charming book. Weaving together memoir and historical anecdote, he traces his
relationship with cars through a lifetime of biography. Learning to drive was no easy matter for Michael: the lessons required military
precision when practising how to get in and out of his car correctly. His biographical subjects also had their difficulties: Bernard Shaw
drove with reckless gusto when overtaking his eightieth year; Vita Sackville-West’s car became a chamber for sudden romantic assignations and
getaways; while Augustus John and his family careered through vulnerable villages as the poor vehicle, piled high with bohemian friends,
stuttered and jerked along in first gear. Wry, thoughtful and very funny, On Wheels is an elegy to the glamour of the car. Subtle and
perceptive, Michael Holroyd finds surprising ways to understand the past and challenge our view of the future.
A lively rhyming story--starring Dr. Ruth and her grandchildren--that celebrates the special bond between children and their grandparents.
The story of Ford Motor Company’s Model T is the story that launched the American automobile industry--and America’s love affair with the
car. When he introduced the Model T in 1908, even an eternal optimist like Henry Ford could not have predicted the far-reaching changes he
was setting in motion. One hundred years later, this illustrated history looks back at the beloved Tin Lizzie. The book follows the Model T
from design considerations (its ground clearance, for instance, had to allow for the abysmal state of U.S. roadways at the time) to its
lasting legacy, and along the way describes the mechanical, manufacturing, and marketing innovations that the car’s production entailed.
Author Lindsay Brooke also relates the adventures and misadventures that were part of owning and driving a Model T. He chronicles the changes
the car’s unprecedented popularity wrought in the auto industry (including Ford’s introduction of the “$5 day”), and he tracks the Model T
through popular culture, from its role in early motorsports to its resurgent popularity in the 1950s and 60s as a platform for T-bucket hot
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rods. Illustrated throughout with period art and evocative photography, this book celebrates as never before the car that epitomized the
American automobile.
Long hours, low wages, and unsafe workplaces characterized sweatshops a hundred years ago. These same conditions plague American trucking
today. Sweatshops on Wheels: Winners and Losers in Trucking Deregulation exposes the dark side of government deregulation in America's
interstate trucking industry. In the years since deregulation in 1980, median earnings have dropped 30% and most long-haul truckers earn less
than half of pre-regulation wages. Work weeks average more than sixty hours. Today, America's long-haul truckers are working harder and
earning less than at any time during the last four decades. Written by a former long-haul trucker who now teaches industrial relations at
Wayne State University, Sweatshops on Wheels raises crucial questions about the legacy of trucking deregulation in America and casts
provocative new light on the issue of government deregulation in general.
The Wheels on the Bus Book N' Puzzle Pack
The War on Wheels
A Lady's Guide to Owning and Riding a Bike
Miracles on Wheels
Seals on Wheels
Deals on Wheels & Dumps on Stumps
If you can’t bring the man to the books, bring the books to the man. Mary Lemist Titcomb (1852–1932) was always looking for ways to improve her library.
As librarian at the Washington County Free Library in Maryland, Titcomb was concerned that the library was not reaching all the people it could. She was
determined that everyone should have access to the library—not just adults and those who lived in town. Realizing its limitations and inability to reach
the county’s 25,000 rural residents, including farmers and their families, Titcomb set about to change the library system forever with the introduction
of book-deposit stations throughout the country, a children’s room in the library, and her most revolutionary idea of all—a horse-drawn Book Wagon. Soon
book wagons were appearing in other parts of the country, and by 1922, the book wagon idea had received widespread support. The bookmobile was born!
In 1976 Gelya Frank began writing about the life of Diane DeVries, a woman born with all the physical and mental equipment she would need to live in our
society--except arms and legs. Frank was 28 years old, DeVries 26. This remarkable book--by turns moving, funny, and revelatory--records the
relationship that developed between the women over the next twenty years. An empathic listener and participant in DeVries's life, and a scholar of the
feminist and disability rights movements, Frank argues that Diane DeVries is a perfect example of an American woman coming of age in the second half of
the twentieth century. By addressing the dynamics of power in ethnographic representation, Frank--anthropology's leading expert on life history and life
story methods--lays the critical groundwork for a new genre, "cultural biography." Challenged to examine the cultural sources of her initial image of
DeVries as limited and flawed, Frank discovers that DeVries is gutsy, buoyant, sexy--and definitely not a victim. While she analyzes the portrayal of
women with disabilities in popular culture--from limbless circus performers to suicidal heroines on the TV news--Frank's encounters with DeVries lead
her to come to terms with her own "invisible disabilities" motivating the study. Drawing on anthropology, philosophy, psychoanalysis, narrative theory,
law, and the history of medicine, Venus on Wheels is an intellectual tour de force.
Wendy on Wheels is a ten year old girl who rolls through life while using a wheelchair. She enjoys her life without limitations and inspires us to live
our lives to the fullest regardless of circumstances. Wendy on Wheels Goes to the Beach follows an exciting day at the beach with Wendy, Mom and Dad.
NEW Revised in 2013! Investors, if you're tired of being a landlord but still want a good monthly cash flow, or if you're a real estate note investor
who can't find any good-yielding paper, or if you just want to make MORE MONEY, you need to read this book about mobile home investing. Lonnie Scruggs'
Deals on Wheels will teach you how you can replace the income from your job and create true financial independence with your own mobile home investing
business. Deals On Wheels explains in detail how you can earn yields of 50% to 175% on what the author calls "Wobbly Boxes." Learn to buy, sell, and
finance used mobile homes for big profits and generous cash flow. NEW section on solutions for the SAFE ACT and how you can create your own economy.
This book covers everything you need to get started earning awesome yields with minimum hassle, including: * The best kind of mobile homes to buy *
Eight ways to find low-priced mobile homes * How to negotiate an even lower purchase price * How to determine necessary repairs * How to make your phone
ring off the hook with buyers * How to get started with $1,500 OR LESS * Dealing with park managers * And much much more "After reading Lonnie's book, I
bought a mobile home for $1800 then sold it a few days later for $9800 and enjoy a $320 per month cash flow." Jackie Lange "Lonnie Scruggs is the REAL
DEAL. His simple down to earth teaching style has helped tens of thousands of people become successful in their mobile home business" Jack Miller "Worth
every penny." Mike Wittenbrink "Very informative. A lot of great information provided. Inspired to get started!" Sheri Holland "Lots of really good
meaty information and incentive to go out and do!" Jacqueline May
with audio recording
On the Open Road from Debt to Freedom
Wendy on Wheels Goes to the Beach
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The Automobile Culture in America Since 1945
Sweatshops on Wheels
Easy-to-read rhymes accompany illustrations emphasizing the basic colors.
"Parnassus on Wheels" (1917) was Christopher Morley’s first published novel. It tells the story of Roger Mifflin, who sells his travelling book business to 39-year-old Helen McGill. The latter is tired of taking care of her
ailing older brother Andrew, a businessman, farmer, and author. The novel is told from the perspective of Mrs McGill and was in part inspired by David Grayson’s novel "The Friendly Road." Morley wrote a sequel to this
story called "The Haunted Bookshop." Christopher Morley (1890–1957) was an American author, poet and journalist from Pennsylvania. His father was a mathematics professor and his mother a violinist. The family
moved to Baltimore, Maryland, in 1900 and he later studied modern history at Oxford. After getting his degree, he moved back to America and married Helen Booth Fairchild, with whom he had four children. Morley was a
prolific writer and is remembered for novels such as "Parnassus on Wheels" (1917), "The Haunted Bookshop" (1918), "Thunder on the Left" (1925), and "Kitty Foyle" (1939).
This Book n' Puzzle pack features a delightful board book edition of the ever-popular nursery rhyme "The Wheels on the Bus" with beautiful illustrations by Wendy Straw, packaged together with a gorgeous 16 big-piece
jigsaw. The overall puzzle size is 11 x 10 inches. The words and music of this rhyme sing alongside children as they take their first steps towards literacy, while the puzzle is perfect for developing fine motor skills and
memory.
Featuring three hundred archival color and black-and-white photographs, the companion volume to the PBS documentary chronicles the development of the American automobile, with contributions by past and present
pioneers in the industry.
Making Money with Mobile Homes: Learn the Mobile Home Investing Business Revised 2013
With May Lamar and Rich Donnell
Deals on Wheels
Library on Wheels
Venus on Wheels
Heft on Wheels

A few years ago, the closest Mike Magnuson thought he would get to participating in a sporting event was sitting in the local bar, slamming pitchers of beer and watching
the NFL playoffs on TV. He was thirty-eight years old, smoked a pack a day, drank a case or two of beer a week, and carried 250 pounds of weight on his five-foot-ten-inch
frame. Getting on a bicycle for a peddle around the block could have been dangerous in his condition, let alone trying to keep up with a group of racer-fit riders for fortyfive miles at a clip, but that is just what Mike decided to do. He was sick of it all—the booze, the cigarettes, and the heft. He could have been seriously hurt. But he wasn’t. In
Mike’s words, he was merely “handed his proverbial fat ass on a platter” three times a week and kept coming back for more. Heft on Wheels charts in hilarious detail every
curve in Mike Magnuson’s 180-degree journey from the big guy at the back of the pack to the lean, mean racing machine setting the pace for the group. Along the way we
meet his friends, colleagues, and family and learn how even a healthy obsession can have its uphill climbs. For a start there’s the starvation diet and the nicotine patches,
not to mention the skin-tight XXL cycling outfit and the insanely unrealistic goal of completing the Bridge to Bridge Incredible Cycling Challenge—proudly billed as “100
Miles of Pure Hill”—within the year. Yet, through it all, Mike never loses his sense of humor (though after having a quick conversation with God on one particularly grueling
hill, he does believe he has come within spitting distance of losing his mind). Filled with triumph, heartbreak, and hilarity, Heft on Wheels is an unforgettable book about
getting from one place to another, in more ways than one.
Overnight settlements, better known as "Hell on Wheels," sprang up as the transcontinental railroad crossed Nebraska and Wyoming. They brought opportunity not only for
legitimate business but also for gamblers, land speculators, prostitutes, and thugs. Dick Kreck tells their stories along with the heroic individuals who managed, finally, to
create permanent towns in the interior West.
Gives advice on selecting a car, picking a dealership, negotiating a deal, looking for a used car, leasing, and maintaining a car, and discusses the U.S. auto industry
Because of the tremendous success of Deals on Wheels, Lonnie just had to share more ways to make money with mobile homes in this bookIf earning a 50% to 100% to
150% yield isn't enough to excite you, now you can discover how Lonnie makes 200% yields on some deals and a 451% yield on one very simple transaction. Find out
exactly how to find these same kinds of special opportunities for yourself. You'll learn how to recover your entire investment in 12 to 15 months! And much, much
more.High yields, minimum risk . . . Making Money With Mobile Homes is the work of a master "paper player" at his best. Written in a simple, straightforward style, it
explains in detail how to make unbelievable profits and high yields in the used mobile home business.It also includes these contracts and forms: Purchase Agreement Sales
Agreement Credit Application Promissory Note Lot Rental Agreement Buy/Sell Info Sheet Smoke Detector Verification Power of AttorneyIf you're serious about getting a
phenomenal return on your money, you need this information today! Order your copy of Making Money with Mobile Homes and get started. Imagine the possibilities!
A Book for Inquiring Minds
How to Buy, Sell and Finance Used Mobile Homes for Big Profits and Cash Flow
Sports Illustrated Kids Wheels 3D
America on Wheels
Tonka Trucks Around Town
Deals on Wheels Campaign Pack
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